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Florida's
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VOLUME 45
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ODDS and ENDS

Eoiuns
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 1940

Students Pass
Election Rules; Rollins
Test Due Friday
New

LATE FLASHES: The Gamma!
>hi's will have bouncers on hand j
Saturday night, so beware! Also, j
they're holding a dance contest! j
The FLAMINGO will be out this >
weekend. Jenks looks like a strong
aark-horse candidate! The fate of student Council Heads To Be
the Pixies has been decided; they
Elected By Popular Vote;
; been suspended for the balIVIany Favor New Plan
ance of this year, may return next
fall.
Betty Hall is also running for
Secretary.

Giantonio, Rodda,
Buckwalter in Race

anti0pur
(Complete Campus Coverage)

Given Valuable Collection,
Museum Building to House Shells

Rumors, Mystery Run Wild
On Election-Mad Campus
Theta Riders Win,
Taking Over Lead
In Intramural Race

Beerbaron Theophilus J e n k s
Woos Voters by E x t e n s i v t
The sedate pace of Rollins' unE x c e s s i v e B r e w Campaign
dergraduate life underwent a
marked change during the past
week following the passage last
lystery, and hidden
Friday by majority vote of the stu strife run \yild on the sun-kissed
j e n t body, of the proposed amend- campus of Rollins College, for elecment to elect the president, vice- tion time is here! Secret meetings
president and secretary of the Stu- disturb the usual placid calm of Pi Phis Take Second Place;
dent Council by popular vote.
Many Girls Compete In
the Horseshoe as the clans gather
Cussed and discussed by various to prepare for the titanic struggle
Show of Riding Skill
Oh, yes, there's a display of min- factions, the new amendment was
to come. Only unconcerned and
iatures too; has been for several slammed through in a half-hour
unexcited man on the campus is
days, as a matter of fact. You mass meeting in the Annie Russell
The race for the Anderson Cup
Dudley Darling, who has been
have till May 3rd to see them.
Theatre, receiving a sizeable ma- through it all and wouldn't do it took a new turn as the Kappa Al(ver, never, never, since we jority vote despite the opposition of
pha Theta sorority forged ahead
again for all the girls in Cloverleaf.
joined the human race, have we scattered objectors, most of whom
twenty points by winning the Inever seen a gleam to match the one are still muttering.
tramural Riding competition at the
Strange noises emanate from the Orlando Country Club last Sunday.
that appeared in Philippa HerAs a result of this move, the
s right eye during a certain elections will be held on Friday, lower regions in the dark of the The Young sisters carried most of
Bcene in "The Adding Machine." May 3rd, in Pinehurst. Polls will night as arch conspirators MacAr- the burden for the Thetas by placFrom where we sat, we were frozen open at eight and close at five. thur and France grind out propa- ing in the hunter seat horseman)y the mad glare t h a t flamed a t us Voting will be secret and there will ganda from the super-hyper-voting ship class. Sis, first; Polly, second;
machine, borrowed from the Fresh- in the jumping Polly, second; Sis,
from that one orb as the un-ether- be no "tickets" or "parties".
eal Mr. Rae planted a kiss on Miss
Heralded by its proponents as a man Players production of the third; and together taking second
nan's lips. All we could see return to the democratic method same name. When bearded in their in the pair class. Other victories
Mr, Rae's back, turned impo- of election, the new measure has lair, the eminent scientists and stu- were won by Anne Clark, first in
litely towards us, and then, over his caused a furore on the campus as dents of human nature refused to the beginner horsemanship, and
Ider this EYE, apparently sus- factions align themselves, shift and divulge the name of their candi- Marcia Stoddard, third in the adpended in mid-air. It was a har- crash to pieces in the face of last- date, stating that they were still vanced standard seat.
undecided whether they should
rowing experience.
minute changes.
The Pi Phis made a strong bid
Jack Buckwalter, Dick Rodda back Hamilton Holt or E. T. Brown
for the championship placing secFor the benefit of Helen Moore and John Giantonio have tossed for the presidency of the student
ond
as Barbara Babb took first in
body.
and John Rae, pere, who sat in their hats into the Presidential
Pixies, fresh from a long rest the jumping, Nancy Johnson first
,ck of us debating the name of ring, representing Kappa Alpha,
in class B horsemanship and fourth
in
New
Smyrna,
announced
X
Club
and
Phi
Delta
Theta,
rethe background music for the Elythat their campaigning would be in hunter seat, Lolly Phillips second
Fields scene, we did a bit of spectively.
Nominations for the vice-presi- carried on exclusively in a gentle- in class B and paired with Babb
research and found it was "The
to take first in the pair class. HesFields of Rome," by an Italian dency, which were closed along manly manner, and that no propawith the rest on Sunday a t sb ganda matter would ^ distributed ter Sturgis added her bit to place
named Respiggi, we think.
were reopened when it was learnec in the Pi Phi House at night, either fourth in the beginners class.
The Kappas through scattered
Buck Johnson, known to his in- that the then sole aspirant, Rich tied to the back of a goat or de- placings by M. A. Martin, Betty de
timates as the "Red-Faced Toma- ard Wesson, was ineligible to rui livered in person.
Giers,
Phyllis Fraser, and Jenelle
Elaborate preparations
were
to," is recuperating from an opera- on the Independent ticket. In the
Wilhite, took third for the day's
tion at the Orange General Hos- resultant shuffle, Robert Stone- made by local ale-houses and places competition.
rock
received
the
Independent
nomof refreshment in anticipation of
pital and promises to turn in a full
The outstandingly brilliant ridination, and June Reinhold, origin- pre-election parties to come. The
report on the nurses next week.
ally a secretarial nominee, also en- Atlantic Brewery worked three ing of Joan Kellogg-Smith netted
all
the points for the fourth placing
ter the vice presidential contest.
Mel Clanton, Bud Hoover, Don | Two other juniors, Betty de Giers, shifts a day and four at night in Independents. She placed first in
Murphy, Dan Speyer and Pres and Emanuel Ehrlich round out the an attempt to keep up with de- the advanced standard seat, third
mands for beer, beer, and more in the hunter seat, and fourth in
Wetherell are collaborating
four contestants for this office.
beer. Announced Candidate Theo- the jumping.
lew book for college freshm
Helen Darling, unopposed for the philus P. U. Jenks, "I intend to
titled "How to Have Fun With Your
Lillian Ryan carried the colors
secretarial post until noon Tues- drown my constituents in beer. I
Clothes On."
day, will battle it out with Mary have found through years of ex- of the Alpha Phis to place second
in
the advanced standard, sharing
Tremble, Alpha Phi candidate. The
Boyd France and Louse (typo secretarial nominations were re- perience that there is nothing that third in the pair class with Phylfraphical error) Bills will enter the opened at a special meeting of the can compare with beer to catch the lis Fraser.
Orange General Hospital this week Inner Council on Tuesday immedi- interest and fire the imagination
to have their hair cut. A Jackson ately following lunch, and it was of the great American voter. My
rille firm was low bidder on tht decided to notify all sororities that campaign funds are already on dedisposal job, and will arrange to candidates would still be accepted posit in equal amounts at Harpers
and Robbie's and I have received
haul away the shorn locks to local for that post.
special dispensation from the Dean
mattress factories.
The Sandspur, in an effort to
for scholarship students to frehelp the students make a fair
quent
these places during election
Friday, May 3, is the evening set
understand Coach Bradley is choice, based on ability, has obtrying to get a small tug-boat to tained the following information week. I am confident of winning for the annual Choir Banquet, to
be held at the Colonial-Orange
help his Jayvee boat get into the about the candidates, all of whom without any trouble,"
After a survey of the candidates' Court Hotel. Professor Christo"iock after practices. It took the are listed below.
powers, faculties, possibilities and pher 0. Honaas, Choirmaster, will
boys twenty minutes one day last
Jack Buckwalter, aged 22, a resibrands of beer, the Sandspur has read the list of Choir members who
Week.
dent of Harrisburg, Pa., has worked
arrived at the conclusions that will receive Choir Keys on Class
in library, office and Beanery. A
Jack McDowaH's boys are smil- Dramatics major. He is a member Theophilus P. U. Jenks is the man Day, and officers of the Choir for
ing happily. Jack has announced a of Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi So- for Rollins, No other man has the the coming year will be elected. Intfl.'0-week period of "light'' football ciety, Order of Upsilon Gamma mental faculties possessed by Jenks vited guests include: President
Hamilton Holt, Dean and Mrs. Windrills, to be held in May.
(UG), Chapel Staff, and Choir. Has —this has been indisputably demslow S. Anderson, Dean and Mrs.
been president of the Rollins Stu- onstrated by the wisdom of his
E. C. Nance, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
campaign
methods.
What
other
A near-catastrophe was avoided dent Players for two years, is a
Barbour, Mr. and Mrs. Herman F,
oy an eyelash last week in Dr. member of Theta Alpha Phi, was man could stay five years in the
Siewert, Miss Clara Adolfs, Mrs.
Stone's C period philosophy class. secretary of the Freshman Play- Lower Division without being
Albert H. T. Banzhaf, Mrs. Frank
It was a warm, lazy afternoon, ev- ers when a Freshman and is now thrown out of college ? What other
Scott, and Mrs. M. H. Wilcox.
erj-one was comfortably stuffed their Director, and is at present man would run his super-hyper(Continued on Page 4, Col. 7)
a good luncheon; a motorboat Publicity Director for the Student
droned dully out on the lake. All Players. Two years president of
*as going well; philosophy and his fraternity. Kappa Alpha, he is
s were being digested with active in publications — has been
'ase, till suddenly, someone wanted Editor of the Sandspur, served on
to know how hypnosis works.
the Flamingo staff for two years;
The Freshman Players' version than to the 1920's. The goofy huThe good doctor set out to ex- Tomokan staff for three. Student
Plain. Slowly, carefully, he began Council alternate in 1938-39, mem- of The Adding Machine, pi-esented mor and sentimentalism survive.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)
the Laboratory Theatre last Audiences, flocking to professional
iw how the subject's attention
Thursday and Friday nights, is revivals of Liliom and Outward
is captured, what the hypnotist
most encouraging theatrical Bound, should turn to The Adding
»ys, how he keeps his voice
performance we have seen at Rol- Machine, which like them shows an
pitched. A hush fell over the room.
Senior
Play
Tryouts
lins.
The play was selected, cast, afterlife not far removed from life
*^en the knitters slowed down.
lighted and acted by stu- on this earth.
And Dr. Stone talked quietly on,
To be Held
Tomorrow directed,
It is a director's play, and Mr.
dents. With the exception of the
voice low and soothing, echoing
^notonously in our ears. Eyes
Tryouts for the senior play, central role and the direction, the John Buckwalter staged it with into close, heads nodded sleep- "What A Life," are to be held in the work was done entirely by fresh- genuity and intelligence. The stage
"y; a soft snore came from a far Laboratory Theatre tomorrow at men, and the result should give pictures, the timing, and the cast(orner.
4 and 7:30 P. M. Howard Bailey, faculty and upper classmen some- ing showed his hand. He deserves
plenty of credit.
The picture of what might have director of the comedy, stated that thing to think about.
The hen-pecked Mr. Zero was
'ppened if a book hadn't dropped there were nineteen parts open to
In its day Elmer Rice's play had
frightening. We can see the aspiring Thespians. And while he an immediate popularity. We had well played by Mr. Robin Rae
'enty-odd students going blankly didn't say so specifically, he hint- feared that its "modernism" would who has a "professional" quality
wut the campus; detached souls, ed that seniors would be given the be as dated as that of E. E. Cum- (we don't know why it should be
'th no minds of their own, while nod, and would all the Barrymores mings' him or the cinema's The called "professional", since profespr- Stone, oblivious to the havoc he and Bernhardts who have been Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. We were sionals lack it as frequently as amwrought, walks with the calm lurking in the class of 1940 please wrong. The play's emphasis on ateurs), a sense of the theatre, an
Pace of the philosopher to his eve- step up and make themselves the necessity of individualism is ability to persuade an audience that
"^g meal.
even more appropriate to our time his character is alive.
known?
Kay McDonough, she of the goatbitten, club-smitten leg, is to have
her senior exhibition at the Art
studio from Sunday through May
U, the Art Department informs us
neatly-typed epistle. A modern stoic, Miss McD. has been balancing herself precariously on one
leg, painting stolidly on during the
past week.

Support
Rollins Sandspur

Choir to Celebrate
At Banquet Friday
In Orange Court

ELECTION DATA
WHEN: Friday, May 3rd.
WHERE: Pinehurst.
TIME:8:30 A.M. t o 5 P . M.
HOW: Individual Secret Ballot.
WHY: To elect separately the
President, Vice-President and
Secretary of the 1940-41 Student Council.
(Contrary to popular rumor,
there will be no "tickets" or
"parties" sanctioned. You may
vote for the individual you want
in each office.)
Results will be announced at
the Gamma Phi dance.
Dudley Darling
(Pres., Student Council)

Shakespeare Class to
Present "Two Noble
Kinsmen," May 17, 18
M a s t e r of
Theatrical
Helped B y F l e t c h e r
B u c k w a l t e r in W r i t i n g
Professor Steel'
class is now knee-deep in its production of the "Two Noble Kinsmen," by Shakespeare, Fletcher,
and Buckwalter, to be presented in
the patio of Strong Hall, May 17
and 18.
The collaboration of the three authors is explained by the doubt as
to the authenticity of its original
author. Research men agree that
Jack Buckwalter had nothing to do
withthe production as it appeared
in the seventeenth century; he
simply edited, cut, and rewrote the
play this winter, changing it from
a clumsy five-act affair into a
three-act one which is easier to produce and is more adaptable to the
twentieth century.
The rest of the authorship isn't
so easy to explain. Although some
radicals claim that Shakespeare
didn't write any of the play, it is
generally agreed that he did write
most of it. There are parts that
are ascribed to the master, parts
that are ascribed to Fletcher, and
parts whose authorship are in
doubt. For quite a few years some
people have disputed the genuineness of a good many of the plays
supposedly written by Shakespeare,
but there is more skepticism towards this play than most of the
others. It's pretty well agreed,
however, that old Bill wrote most
of the "Two Noble Kinsmen".
The cast is as follows:
Theseus
Robin Rae
Pirithous
__ Jack Liberman
Palamon and Arcite (the two kinsmen) — Alden Manchester and
Jack Buckwalter.
Gaoler
Wesley Davis
Wooer —
Jess Gregg
Brother of gaoler .... Bob McCorkle
Hippolyta
Mary Marchman
Emelia
Gladys Evoy
Three Queens — Jane Russell, Ann
Kruse and Susanne Willis
Gaoler's daughter „_
Janet Jones
Waiting woman
Barbara Babb
Country women — Laura Ripley,
Lois Johnson and Roberta Schle-

J. H. Beal, of Merritt Island,
Bestows World - Famous
Shell Assortment on Rollins

Students Win
Allied Art's Collection Called
"Finest In World"
Cash Prizes
G r e g g , McCaslin, H u d g i n g s ,
Willis, Wilson, Miller, Mood y A r e Money W i n n e r s

Rollins Entrants
Sweep Poetry Prizes
The Allied Arts competition,
sponsored by the Florida Poetry
Society, closed this year with many
Rollins students among the prize
winners.
Jess Gregg, well known on campus for his literary work in the
Flamingo and Sandspur, won the
twenty-five dollar first prize in
the drama division with his oneact play, "The Sound of Hate,"
thus repeating his triumph in last
year's competition.
Sally McCaslin, the Tobacco
Road girl, came out a twotime winner in the short story field, garnering a total of fifty dollars when her
two short stories, "Come Seven",
and "Summer Night", which won
first and second places respectively.
The entire Ponce de Leon poetry
prize of one hundred dollars was
divided among three Rollins students. Peggy Hudgings was awarded a thirty-dollar first prize for her
poem, "The Grape, Souring", while
Paddy Moody's ominous sounding
"The Doomed City of Albigensir"
won second place and twenty-five
dollars.
Other Rollins winners were John
Willis, who received fifteen dollars
for a one-act play entitled, "A
Suit of Clothes," Mary Ann Wilson, ten dollars for a one-act play,
"Trial by Jurj'," and Betty Miller
who was awarded third place and
fifteen dollars for her poem, "Caution."

Council Passes New
Ratting Regulations
Official C o m m i t t e e To B e
Elected at N e x t M e e t i n g
Ratting plans underwent drastic
revision at Monday night's Student
Council meeting. Althoi^h the
Rat Committee will not be chosen
until next week, it was decided
that the 194(y ratting program
would be confined to one week, following the initial orientation period.
Twenty-five seniors will be on
hand to assist the Rat Committee
during Orientation Week, and will
personally instruct the Frosh in
songs, cheers, etc. No other students will be allowed to return before the formal opening of school
in October, in order that the Committee may have a free hand. Rushing will be taboo during the Orientation Week Program.

Extra ! ''Adding Machine*' Gets Steel's Approval!
It is, at any rate, a quality which
made the love scene in the sixth
part ("A Pleasant Place") as fine
as anything we have seen on the
amateur stag-e. As the officeworker who cherishes a passion for
Mr. Zero, Miss Philippa Herman
helped to give reality and excitement to a well-written ten minutes
in Mr. Rice's heaven. Mr. Zero
and the lady of his soul was enamored her the horns of elfland
faintly blowing; they dance and are
gay: then a conventional morality
brings death into their world and
all its woe.
With amateurs love scenes are
alway dangerous. An audience will
accept an acquaintance as Dr. Crippen, but not as Clark Gable. Yet
Mr. Rae's voice and ability to handle his body. Miss Herman's sincerity and charm, Mr. Buckwalter's

direction, and the delightfully silly setting produced something very
fine.
In a play with twenty-one actors
and seven scenes there are natural
inequalities.
But we especially
like: Mr. James Niver as the young
man who after killing his mother
wished he hadn't; Miss Grace Raymond's first-act monologue, where
an occasional inability to remember her lines did not affect her
ability to project them with comic
venom; Miss Sholley as the prostitute;the murder scene with its
lighting and off-stage noises; the
well-trained chorus with its curious
black-and-white
make-up;
the
lighting and color of the last scene
when Mr. Alden Manchester's light
green coat stood out against the
blue sky and white clouds; Mr.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)

Building Will B e E r e c t e d During S u m m e r ; Donor is Mr.
B. L. Maltbie, of N e w a r k

Rollins College will take another step towards realizing its dream
of becoming the finest small liberal
arts college in the south this summer, thanks to the generosity of
Dr. J. H. Beal, of Merritt Island,
Fla., and his friend, Mr. B. L. Maltbie, of Altamonte Springs, Fla., and
Newark, N. J.
According to an announcement
by Mr. Edward M. Davis, Director of the Baker Museum, Dr. Beal
has given Rollins his world-famous
collection of shells, and Mr. Maltbie
will erect a building in order that
this valuable collection may be
properly housed.
The Beal collection represents a
work of over fifty years, and includes rare and beautiful shells
gathered from every part of the
world. Several prominent northern
museums have been angling for this
collection, but Rollins was favored
since Mr. Beal is anxious to have
it remain in Florida.
When finally assembled here,
and housed in its new building the
Beal collection will probably represent the finest shell exhibit of its
kind in the world, and should prove
a valuable asset in attracting attention to the Rollins campus.
The new building, which will be
finished by the opening of the Fall
term, will be about three times the
size of the Woolsbn English house,
and will carry out the SpanishMediterranean architectural motif
of the rest of the new campus buildings.
A one-story structure, it will be
built on the campus facing the former building of the Campus Bookshop, near the Animated Magazine
Speaker's platform, and will contain a 35x65 foot exhibition room,
and a large lobby.
Dr. Beal, in addition to making
this great shell collection, may accurately be termed the Dean of the
pharmaceutical profession in this
country. Holder of various honorary degrees, he has been Professor
of Pharmacy at both the University
of Pittsburgh, and the University
of Illinois, has written several important books, and was awarded
the Remington medal for distinguished work in his field.
Mr. Maltbie is founder and present chairman of the board of the
Maltbie Chemical Company, of
Newark, N. J., and is a former
president of the American Pharmaceutical Manu'facturer's Association. He spends his winters in
nearby Altamonte Springs.

Oratorical Contest
Will Be Held May 16
Winners to Get Fifteen and
Ten Dollar Prizes
The Sprague Oratorical Contest,
open to all Rollins students, will be
held on May 16th, at 8:15 in the
Annie Russell Theatre. The contest is sponsored by Phi Beta sorority and the Phi Delts. Two prizes
of fifteen and ten dollars, respectively, will be awarded to the winJudges will be chosen from the
Orange County Bar Association.
All speeches must be original, and
should not be less than 1200, or
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)

X Club Holds
Rodda New

Election;
President

The X Club, local social fraternity, held its annual election of officers on Monday evening, April 29.
Richard Rodda was elected President;
Theodore Pitman, VicePresident; Wallace MacBriar, Secretary; Bruce Edmunds, Treasurer; Robert Whiston, Librarian; and
Dan Speyer, Student Council Alternate.

Published
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ROLLINS
Interfraternity and
Pan-Hellenic Meet

SANDSPUR

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 1940

T h e Inquiring Reporter
By BOB MATTHEWS

Rssocided GDlle5iate Press
Distributor of

Fraternity Booklet To Be
Issued For Rushees

"What do you think of having a
Glad Evoy: "Swell, if there aren't
college owned co-op store on theany charge accounts."
campus?"
Con Carey: "If they run charge
Jack Keller: "Damn good idea." accounts, I'm for it,"
Frances Montgomery: "I think it
Bitty Cummins: "Well — not a
niight be swell."
bad idea."
Tommy Knight: "The idea sounds
Dudley Darling: "Will they sell,
good, but the
doubts to its beer?"
value."
Shirley Bassett: "It would bo
Frank Grundlei "O.K., if they kind of sweet."
will sell Postum.'
Lillian Ryan: "I don't think
Polly Young: ''
would be successful because t
idea."
students wouldn't cooperate."
Wendy Davis: '
Gracia Tuttle: "Oh; it would
smooth!"

Golle6icite Di6est

Members of • the Pan-Hellenic
Council met to elect officers for
the ensuing year last week. Those
TELEPHONE 187
receiving offices included Betty
Watson, president; Margo Colvin,
National Advertising Service, Inc.
vice president; Charlotte Stout, seccollege Publishers Representative
retary-treasurer.
New Pan-Hellenic representatives are Jayne Rittenhouse and
ion Price: By mail anywhei
i United States $1.50 i
Frances Montgomery, Margo Colvin, and Eugenie Van der Water,
. the post office at Winter Park, Marian Russ and Betty Watson,
. second class ;
November 24, 19
Norine F a r r and Luverne Phillips,
EDITORIAL STAFF
Marcia Stoddard and Peggy McEditor Lean, Charlotte Stout and Jeanne
P . R. K E L L Y
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor Dominick, Alice Newcomber and
J E F F E R S O N KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors Nancy Johnson.
JANET JONES
Feature Editor
The Interfraternity council met
By JACK LIBERM.W
NORINE FARR
Cofy Editor Tuesday, April twenty-third. It
A L D I N E BAKER, B E T T Y DE G I E R S
_...,.
Society
Editors was decided to issue a fraternity
The Nazis miss no bets. Every week, to tho Sandspur office, they
T O Y S K I N N E R , GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts booklet to be distribued among insend a neatly printed magazine, giving their side of the news. We print'
A L D E N MANCHESTER
.•.
Headlines coming students, giving facts about
this without comment, except to say that it is a typical example of^
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Prooj
Editors each chapter on campus, and to be
German thoroughness.
"
'
NEWS R E P O R T E R S
used as a guide in intelligent selecRobert
One of the main worries of the
"The German woman is the cul-'
Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Aide
1, Jane
tion of fraternities.
Naught, Ruth
German Government is that the tural and spiritual foundation of
sis. "William Terhune,
Bud SchOi
^'addell, Douglas
FEATURE WRITERS
United States will enter the pres- national life in the new German
T H E FIRST COED GRADUATE W A ?
J e s 1 Greg^, Sherry Gregg, Jean Hoiaen, Peggy Hudgings, Jaclc Libi
ent conflict on the side of the Allies. Women have forge<l ahead in i
Sara McCaslii
! Miller, Mary Ann Wil
CATHARINE 3REWER.
In order to counteract the general home and in the factory, in spor:
SPORTS WRITERS
5V1E GRADUATED FRCM WESLEYANJ
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt. Robert McKennan, Robin Rae, Alfred Roo:
public
opinion which is pro-English and in the learned professions." —
velt, Richard Wesson. Clyde Jones.
OOUEGE^MACOM.GA. H 1 8 4 0 . '
(Continued from page 1)
and the attitude of the American April 1.
'
ASSISTANTS
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen. Arax Ehramjian
newspapers, the Germans issue
"That the anti-German outrages"
ber 1940-41, also Interfraternity
BUSINESS STAFF
various forms of printed propa- constituted a campaign for the sysCouncil.
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business Manag
ganda, notably the pamphlet "Facts tematic extermination of every-''
Mr. Buckwalter's platform calls vice-presidential
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner
in Review", published by the Ger- thing Gennan in old Poland h a s '
dent of Longwood, Florida. A junRITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manage for the abolition of the present ior, his activities here a t Rollins
man Library of Information in New been proven. However, the simi-"
post-election
spoils
system,
definite
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation Manage.
Vork. This pamphlet, issued week- lar fate of the Ukrnnian minority"
have
centered
around
debating
for
Janet Jones — "This column."
J O H N FLEECER
^
Exchange Edito, action by the Council on student the past three years. He is local
ly, is sent free to some 200,000 peo- is not yet well known to Ameri-!"
problems, improvement in the counCarl Good — "Footy-footy".
ple and is supposedly supported by cans."—April 8.
>
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
cil itself, and publication of coun president of Pi Kappa Delta, Pi
Robin
Rae
—
"Organization".
public
contribution. A good guess,
"German
Government
favorfl '
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many cil-meeting minutes, and promotioi Gamma Mu, a memberof Phi So- Hilbert Hagnauer — "Nothing
however, would be that it is subsi- Jenks for Rollins president." —A
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name of more All-College social func ciety; Representative to the Stu- that's fit to print."
dized by the Nazis.
dent Council, and Assistant-SecreMay 4.
*
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer, tions.
Lois Johnson — "People that
tary of the Independents. Hobbies,
It is difficult to say, with our
"German Catholics have the sama^
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be
Dick Rodda, age 22, is a resident singing and tennis. In addition to turn on electric lights in the morn- limited sources of information, just rights and duties and the same Iib-JI
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj of Bethlehem, Pa. A junior, his acattending Rollins College, he hasing."
what in their papers is true and erties as the members of the Ger-*
the Sandsfur.
tivities here have included Choir, been Bookkeeper-Secre tary to the Louis Bills — "Kelly's being edi- what is distorted propaganda. Here man Protestant churches. — The'
REESTABLISHED IN MAY 1940 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING P O L I C Y :
membership in the Rollins Student Avalon Groves, Orlando.
tor."
are a few quotations from recent overwhelming majority of Gernmn '
"Nothing Sacred."
Players, participation in freshr
Anne
Kruse
—
"People
who
finissues of "Facts in Review":
Catholics are loyal to the I•^u•hrc^il
Helen Darling, Gamma Phi Befootball, varsity basketball and
ta's secretarial candidate, is 18, a ish sentences for me — "
"The German Foreign Office em- and the new Germany."—March 2S^
intramural sports. A member
Mr. Steel — "Miss Russell's talk- phasizes that the Reich has not esresident of Pleasantville, N. Y.; a
Such are some of the reprosenta-R
the X Club, he was recently electew
ing in class."
tablished 'protectorates' over Den- tions of the pro-Nazi to justify that
Rollins College's normally easy-going administration is to Omicron Delta Kappa, honorary sophomore, she has been active in
Evoy — "Umbrellas — mark and Norway. A comparison actions of the German Governmcnt.tt
up in the air over the sudden wave of pranks that has swept fraternity, and is on the Chapel the Freshman Players, Student I'mGladys
scared
of
them."
over the campus in the past few weeks. This is just an in- staff, former Interfraternity and Players, hapel Choir, I. R. Club, Babe Casparis — "Wendy Davis with Slovakia is in this case mis- When it comes to actual battle,
leading,' an official spokesman news one side may be ns right asg
formal notification that the Higher Ups really mean busi- Student Council representative; Phi Society, Student Union Drive, — and I'm not kidding!"
said. Denmark and Norway still the other, but there are certain,
ness, and the next student who steps out of line will be ex- founder of singing group and new Student Refugee Committee; Varsity Hockey, and has served as
retain their sovereignty, and their events that are clear to all of us.^
pelled from this institution with considerable vigor.
head waiter. His hobbies are singDean Enyart, who could never by any stretch of the imag- ing and sports. Summers are spent treasurer of Gamma Phi and Dick Virginia Power and Marian Russ legations in Berlin will continue to The main thing is that we. asi,
went to their respective homes in function."—April 15.
Americans, wish to remain neutml
ination be called a kill-joy, called us into the office yesterday working as playground director; Rodda's singing group.
'The German attack at Scapa and should therefore not take m
Mary Tremble, Alpha Phi's sec- Clearwater and Tampa to visit their
and put the facts before us. The dean was really serious,
LS also labored in steel mills.
Flow was a military event. The propaganda too seriously. We
retarial candidate, entered the race families.
and we think he had good reason to be.
British counter attack on Sylt was
:ide-a ake
Rollins, like any other private institution, is dependent John Giantonio, 22 year old jun- too late to be fully covered in the
^ill
ely a theatrical coup."—April 1.
Vote for Jenks and get the banks.
nin the conflict.
on public good-will for much of its support, and constant pub- r from Cleveland, 0., is Phi Del- Sandspur.
licity of an adverse sort is bound to have its effect. The col- ta Theta's presidential candidate.
President
of
his
fraternity
and
the
lege cannot afford to alienate its supporters, and those who
contribute to such action will be given scant sympathy in the Publications Union, he has served
Student Council and the Interfuture.
The list of offenses, which runs from shooting out lights Fratemity Council, is Business
to damaging the new dormitories, can be charged up to no one Manager of the Sandspur; active in
group, and the administration's warning applies to all. The Intramural sports and varsity footone Sunday morning when he gotSaturday: Founder's day luncheon weight and can't get through tho
CHASE HALL CHATTER
most serious of the misdemeanors, in view of possible conse- ball and crew, and a member of the
is rumored that Dick Wesson, his big feet stuck on the accelerator at Mrs. Leedy's. Sunday: Beach bars. Betty Winton is planning a
quences, was the turning in of a false alarm recently in Clo- Singing Waiters' group. Gian- president of the Chase Hall house of his car?
party. Horseshow. Lolly, Babs, suicide pact with Douglas Fair-''
tonio's platform calls for more coverleaf.
committee, spent the week-end at
The grinning Hyena they
Hester and Nancy bring home the banks, J r . When Bert Schlegle''
It is easily conceivable that, had the girls become panic- operation between the college
beach with a babe . . . A fine calling him these days. Clax "The ribbons. P. S. Betty Estes i
isn't WTiting new ideas for moviea"'
groups, a strong Rat Committee,
stricken and dashed down the stairs in an effort to escape
example for the residents of our Clicker" Kraus is sporting mar- back yet.
she listens to her roommate play'^
what they thought a very real danger, several might have Weekly Campus Sing in the the- happy home.
riage all over his pan — and conthe harmonica. And Dody Rath-''*
atre, and definite action on the StuKAPPA
KAPPA
GAMMA
been seriously injured in tumbles down the stairs. A charge
ave Wakefield, a newcomer, fidentially, it's next fall.
dent Union Building; and improvThe pledges and actives enjoyed bun has returned on campus sev- •
of homicide is not a pleasant thing to face.
Why does Wendy (Editor of the an informal get-together in their eral times to start a taxi-cab driv-^f
ing Rec Hall as a substitute for a will soon blossom forth in sartorial
We know that people who live in glass houses shouldn't new
splendor as the result of the golf Tomokan) Davis look so forlorn— lodge Wednesday evening. Buffet ers' union. Mac plays metronone*'
building if necessary.
throw stones, but we believe it's high time to settle down and
touraament conducted by Rut- Could it be that only gold is in
while Franny Montgomery is writ-*
start considering the dangerous possibilities involved in these Betty de Giers, Kappa vice presi- land's last week. Nice going, "them thar hills" in California, supper was served and afterwards ing the score of I^es Preludes by''
there was singing.
dential candidate, is 20; hails from Dave.
stunts.
Wendy ?
Liszt. It's going to really be some-*
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
Long Island. She is vice president
thing. Helen Darling is trying the^
Who said there was any noise
Frank "Fagin" Barber's parents
of KKG, member of Phi Society,
Not much happened in dear ole idea of storing up on a month's''
^re visitors to Chase Hall one coming from the Phi Delt house
International R. Club, member
Hooker Hall over the week-end be- solid sleep and then working on*^
night last week. They literally last Saturday night? If there was,
There are so many angles to this new student election of the Sandspur staff, Social Ser- ught your correspondent with his it could have been from the Flossie cause most of the men are saving that energy for a month. Busy^^
Committee, French Club, Peace
up for that last week-end.
set-up that it's hard not to sit right down and spoil a few
girls, those Gamma Phi's.
'
Fleeger Wrecking Society, but we
pants down.
Budson Bryson, Joe Justice, Paul
reams of nice white paper with weighty debatings, pro and Society, German Club, Conference
t is with extreme interest and ain't saying.
THETA TALES
][
imittee, Student-Faculty DisBouton and M. Mitchell went to
con, about the whole business. We'll try to avoid t h a t !
little faith in manhood that cerSIGMA NUSETTES
Imagine our embarrassment a •
Tampa with the ball club and from
It looks like a good fight right at the moment, with three cipline Committee and is secretary tain members of Chase Hall have
W.P.A. comes to the Sigma Nu report a mellow time was had by few nights ago, when we awoke to
top-notch presidential candidates' hats reposing in the ring. of the Chapel Staff.
started an hirsute appendage con- House.
find a real, live nanny-goat in our
all.
Look them over carefully; you'll find a brief summary of
June Reinhold, Kappa Alpha test. At the present writing Dejay
Under the careful guidance of
Dudley V. I. Darling hopped securely ( ?) locked dorm. The fun'^
their backgrounds elsewhere in the Sandspur.
Theta candidate for the vice presi- Shriner is leading, with Bob Carter,
All three are good men, and to be honest about it, their dency, is a resident of Jacksonville, Clark Kemp, Alan Fast, Jim Ed- foreman Don Murphy, employing around the campus in a merry really began when Janet Jones, '
various assets and failings just about balance, so the real Fla., and serves as vice president of wards, and Art Bifield following in the labor of actives and pledges, mood because his proposed amend- aided and abetted by the rest of the'
project No. 00002 has been started ment to the constitution passed. gang, pursued our little friend over^'
issue seems to be one of fraternity pride, rather than compesorority. A junior, she has close race.
in the rear of the Sigma Nu House. The Independents caused his feel- sofas, chairs and recumbent The-"
tence.
I active in intramural sports,
Saturday nite seemed very noisy.
Any one of the three will make a good president; each the International Relations Club Fireworks, shouts, drunks, whistles, The project consists of a pettio and ings to drop but they were picked tas, finally corralling him, in t h a i
a formal garden, which, when com- up again at John's Saturday night. best cowboy style, in our patio. Sis
would be good in his own way. The real responsibility, it and the Spanish Club.
d to top it all the "Dinky" almost pleted, will be second to none. With
If any of the faithful readers and Polly Young, Marcia Stoddard
would seem, rests with the rest of the Rollins students.
Emanuel Ehrlich, of New York, shook the building apart.
a spacious floor surrounded by a have gone this far they probably and Anne Clarke brought home thelil
We all have a hard choice to face, for at Rollins, as in the Sigma Phi Omega nominee for vice God bless our Happy home.
planned landscape and think this column stinks — but ha, bacon from the horse show Sunday,U
outside world, we can't seem to keep the element of politics president, is president of that or- Ed. Note. — Langford forgot to carefully
moss-covered trees, the pettio ha, ha, we think so too.
with Sis winning top honors. Pledge
out of our elections. The question is, then, should the student- ganization; a member of the Rol- mention that he, too, is sporting a large
serve as a pleasant place to
(Ed. Note: That makes it unani- Childs visited the TheU palace ov-g
voter go along with his group and vote as he is told, or should lins Student Players, Theta Alpha soup-strainer. Orlando druggists will
hold informal dances, parties, and
er the week-end and coming frosh
mous!)
he step up, look the list over, and then make his own decision ? Phi, varsity fencing squad, Pi Gam- reported a recent demand for hair stuff.
from Cloverleaf, she was amazed:;
CHI OMEGA SAGAS
Well, the choice seems pretty obvious to us, but after all, a Mu and Student Council.
tonic.
by its luxury.
"*•
So far the work has been proThe week-end of April 27 and
it's a personal problem, so we're not going to write any stir- Bob Stonerock, Independent's
X CLUB XCERPTS
gressing very well, in that bushes 28th, residents of the west side of
LAKESIDE'S LIGHTSIDE
ring call-to-arms, one way or the other. If you're going to
Capably
versatile
sensation
of
comprising the hedge have been Strong Hall took to the Pelican
Lakeside is noted for its friendlibe a member of a political machine when you graduate, go to
but not mentioning the fact the year is Jawhn Hoar. Jawhn's, planted so that the entire garden for whatever inspiration might be ness and cooperation. It may be a «
it. And if you're going to think things out for yourself,
that it had failed in the past. No latest acclaim comes from the soft- will be enclosed. However, last fathomed. Those who proceeded little confusing a t times, but Aggie
stand on your own feet — this is the time to begin!
Finally, while we're not going to try to influence you inattempt was made to explain what ball diamond, where he plays Magi- week one or two of the members to tear up the coast included Chi Chalker and Sally McCaslin have^r
your voting, we do urge you to be sure to exercise this privi- was really going on, or what would not line in right field. When his spent most of their time leaning on O's en masse, plus Mickey Harmon, been sharing Bill Terhune this
e of it. This might explain the glove doesn't stop those high ones, handles while talking to the curi- Phil Blitz, Bill Justice, Grady Ray, week. It doesn't matter too much
lege. There are a lot of people across the Atlantic who would
give their right eye to be able to go t o the polls and voice fact that there was little opposi- his stomach does. Jawhn the Old ous feminine visitors. I t was fine M. Mitchell, Jess Gregg, Jimmie how people like Bill feel about it,
to take a little time off to rest, but Dean, Paul Haley, Lindsay de Sal and Aggie like the idea fine.
tion
to the new plan or much dis- is a success.
their honest opinion.
J. Boogeroso Kennedy is dis- the shovels were in need of use. Guehery, Bill Terhune, Dick WesBoys seem to like to take Lake-1)
PHI PHI HOUSE
was obvious that those in tracted by conditions in the F a r
son, and Milton Chancey. Break- side girls canoeing, but we know off
charge of the meeting were defi- East. Egypt, particularly Little
Monday: Meeting. Prexy absent, fast Sunday morning meant scram- two men who found the trip not^
tely in favor of the new plan, and Egypt, he claims needs protection. serving as extemporaneous nurse bled eggs with all but the feathers, only disappointing, but rather dis-U
often the power of suggestion is His aim is a protectorate controlled at Orange General Hospital. 3:00 and some sort of baseball followed. astrous. (We won't mention theirvJ
April 28, 1940 any cleaner; instead, the fastest greater than any argument. Fur- by one qualified individual to guar- A. M. Goats, pigs arrive, mysteri- Other than an occasional lament
but their first initials are
To the Editor of the Sandspur:
talker gets his way. A t this meet thermore, I think that some of antee peace and contentment ously ( ? ) . Tuesday: Sally and concerning burns and bruises from C. J. Sedlmayr and Grady Ray.) P|
I should like to express my opin- ing, when the floor was open to the students present, not having among the natives.
Ginny have headaches. Wednes- ocean battling, little else seems to
A party was given for Ginnie
ion on the student meeting held discussion, Ray Hickok brought up thought this matter out by themMore newsy items like the above day: P a t home from Cuba. Our be worth mentioning.
Lagermann at Woo Island last
Friday 26, concerning the amend- the point about expense, and sug- selves, were taken in by the idea can be secured either from Jay telephone is very busy. So is the
GAMMA PHI PHUN
— Bob Matthews sang so
ment to the constitution, 'this gested that some limitation should of a real campaign.
Clarke at the Beacham or R. C. Mc- Sigma Nu's. Thursday: McDonThe Gamma Phi Betas have been well the Lambda Chi's can boast a.
amendment provided that the offi- be made; however, this suggestion
nee this amendment has been Corkle of the second floor. Re- ough clubs herself a t Dubsdread. in one constant hum of activity all
boy in competition with theJ
cers of the Student Council should was ignored and no attempt to passed over our heads, I believe member there is a limit to what the Thus the bandaged leg. Friday: week. As a group, these sock-mad Sigma Nu's.
^^
be elected by popular vote of the modify the amendment was put to that others, like myself, who dis- Sandspur will print. (Ed. Note: Mrs. Willey's birthday. Beanery playwrights do charades on the
student body. This system in the the students.
banquet. Singing. Cake. Flow- roof of Strong Hall every evening.
approve of this new plan, will en- Sez who?)
(Ed. Note: Sorry we couldn't get
past has proved unsatisfactory. It
In the meeting all points men- ter into the dirty politics wholeers. Brock goes to Tampa to keep But Peggy Mary Whitely has stood
PHI DELT DOPE
the by-lines this week; also that^
will supposedly bring politics out tioned were against the old system; heartedly.
Why did Ray "Some Splash" score for baseball game. Her aides
the patio to guess what they some correspondents didn't turn
into the open, but won't make it showing the best side of t h e new
CON CAREY Hickok call for an osteopath early de camp, Ginny, Sally and Nancy J . were ever since she gained so much any thing in.
• Park Chamber of Cor
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Along theSidelines Independents, Phi Delts
By TED PITMAN

SANDSPUR

Miami Team Swamps
Co-ed Tennis Squad

Start Diamond Blitzkrieg Absence of Two Stars Proves

Greetings Fans! This column
once again has a new pen wielder
and we hope that he will live up Faculty
Blasts X Club;
to his predecessors in your eyes. If
Knowles Wins Close Game;
the guff that falls like lead from
Myers
Hurls
for Club
this pen does not meet with your
approval in the future please do not
The diamond ball series really
hesitate to state your disapproval
for this is your page, sport follow went into the blitzkrieg stage last
week, with
the
Independents
strengthening their lead as the X
The race for the Gary Mug that
Club and KA's, both supposedly Cerra, Manuel Also Place in
jg perched on the shelf in Lyman
strong contenders, suffered major
Meets Sponsored by Ama
is coming down the home stretch
setbacks.
vith the X Club boys out in front
teur Fencer's League
Most amazing upset of the week
by a nose and losing their advan
tage rapidly. Their closest rival was the defeat of the KA's in TuesDuplicating his triumph in sabre
day's game by the unusually tracis the Lambda Chis who are si
ing up equally badly so t h a t the table Sigma Nu's in an extra-in- last week, Emanuel Ehrlich took
winner of this year's race may well ning tussle. Hagnauer pitched for first place in the Florida State
the winners, and was given fair Epee tournament, held in Recreabe decided on the home stretch w
support, as both teams played slop- tion Hall last Saturday afternoon
the ever challenging Phi Delts
the dark horse from the Independ- py ball. Blackwood was on the at 2:30. Dejay Shriner took second
mound for the losers, and twirled place, while Frank Manuel was
ent stables breaking the tape,
third.
Down the Sandspur bowl way it ineffectively, with many walks.
The KA's made a serious threat in
The Champion showed his supergeems that the leading pitcher
the
final
stanza;
trailing
6-5,
they
ior skill by the beautifully timed,
jione other than the Phi Delt's w(
der boy, Bob Davis. Bob boasts filled the bases, then, with two out, deliberate movements he used ii
good control and a very fast ball. Joe Knowles slapped a scorching defeating his six opponents. Hi
Add this to the expert tutoring re- line drive right into Rauscher's was hit only once by three of hli
ceived from Ollie Barker, Rollins' mits. Final score, 6-5, Sigma Nu opponents, and twice by only one
The other two made no pointi
ace of aces with the large ball, and on top.
A strong faculty team pushed against him.
have the answer to the Phi
aside the Clubbers in the second
Delts success to date.
Summary:
The Independents are also mak- game, winning 9-4, as Rhea Smith,
Contestants: Emanuel Ehrlich,
ing themselves felt behind the su- backed by fine support, held the Dejay Shriner, Frank Manuel,
perlative pitching of Dick Curry erratic Clubbers to few hits. Sev- John Gross, Dixon Yard, Richard
eral errors by Speyer and Hoar
who has a win over Davis.
Cerra and Frank Bowes.
Jack Meyers, the X Club's act proved costly to the losers, who
Scores:
moundsman has been pitching pret just seemed off stride in this game.
Ehrlich defeated Shriner 3-1,
Myers
pitched
for
the
Clubbers.
ty fair ball, but the games have
In Friday's games the Phi Delts Manuel 3-0, Gross 3-1, Yard 3-0,
been going the other way becausi
support has been noticeably plastered every pitcher the Lambda Cerra 3-2, and Bowes 3-1.
Shriner defeated Gross 3-0, Yard
Chis could entice on the mound,
lacking.
and won 20-4, in another track 3-1, Cerra 3-1 and Bowes 3-0.
Our verbal orchids, or what ha
Manuel
defeated Shriner 3-2,
meet. The losers haven't won a
lu, go to "Wildwood Will:
Daugherty for his three-hit ball game to date, chiefly because their Cerra 3-2, Bowes 3-2, tied Gross
and
Yard
3-3.
two
hurlers,
Weinberg
and
Grundgame at Miami a week ago and w(
Yard defeated Cerra 3-0, Bowes
are sorry that things went so bad ler, are both on the crew. The
ly at Tampa this week-end, but winners played air-tight ball, with 3-1, Gross 3-2, tied Manuel 3-3.
Gross defeated Bowes 3-1, Cerra
Willie has another crack at th' the Davises and Giantonio powdering several long drives past the 3-1, and tied Manuel 3-3.
rtans this week.
Lambda Chi outfielders.
Cerra defeated Bowes 3-0.
IQ are given to understand that
The KA's rallied behind Joe
At 7:00 o'clock Saturday evening
our boy Willie has signed on
Knowles to score a minor upset the Foil Tournament was fenced
dotted line this summer with the
over the Clubbers, 4-1, in a tight off. Dejay Shriner took first place,
St. Albans team way up in Vergame, marked by good fielding and Emanuel Ehrlich was -second and
mont. We trust that he won't let
ineffectual hitting on the part of Richard Cerra placed third. The
the Yanks slap him around too
both teams. Myers pitched for the deadly accuracy of speed of the
uch. At any rate he will have
losers.
left-handed champion carried him
d man of the Rollins campus of
quickly through the six bouts, re)t so many years ago, "Goose"
Kettles, to show him the ropes. Willie Justice and if the Tarlets ceiving touches from only two of
The "Goose" pitched up there last had nothing to boast of before his opponents. His fencing was
hand they can now boast that they made colorful by the daring runyear and did a pretty fair job.
ning attacks, or fleches, with which
Out Lake Maitland way it seems have had the world's champ crab
catcher
— twenty-six between the he ended four of his bouts, and the
that Coach U. (he doesn't like his
changes he made in timing and
first name spelled) T. Bradley has dock, the island and the dock. Not
style, to cope with his various opperhaps settled on a combination bad for one day. Next time the
ponents' first aggressive, then into take up to Yankee land this boys will take out life preservers
life insurance. (See Jack Harris; viting the attack to make his points
motnh. Frank Grundler has taken
from the defense.
the bow seat from your scribe, pdt. adv.).
Mickey Harmon has moved up to
number two and West Hauseman
ome from seven to three, CarPoison is still at four, and Mel
Clanton still holds his number five
SPECIAL FOR MAY IS
seat. Al (Blimpie) Nixon has
BLACK RASPBERRY ICE CREAM
moved into the number six seat and
Grady Ray has taken over at the
key place at number seven. Capt.
Don Ogilvie, who has gone away on
a business t^ip has been replaced
at stroke by the jayvees' stellar
pace setter, Ray Hickok. Matt Ely
is in the pilot's seat.

Great Handicap

THREK

Rollins Drops Two Games
To U. of Tampa Spartans

Errors and Hitting Slump
Shriner, Ehrlich enced
The pathetic slaughter experiCause Daugherty, Lease
by the Rollins Tarlet tennis
Unnecessary Losses
team at the hands of the Miami
Win State Titles University co-ed netters was more
By CLYDE JONES
fun than the scores suggested.
After showing real power in the
as the Rollins squad
In F o i l , ^ E p e e was,Handicapped
Miami
series two weeks ago, the
by the temporary loss of its
Tars went into reverse and lost
two games to Tampa U. last weekend. Daugherty pitched the first
game, and Lease handled the last.
Dave Patton, Tampa pitcher, had
the Tars eating out of his hands in
the first game. His seven-hit pitching and some spectacular fielding
by his teammates gave the Spartans a 5 to 0 victory. In the second
game, Rollins showed none of the
punch they displayed against Miami, and lost 6-3.
Not only were the Tars hitting
bad, but their fielding was way
under par, with a total of thirteeen
errors for the two games. Half of
the misplays, accounted for nine
of the eleven Spartan runs.
Rollins' two pitchers. Bill Daugherty adn Jim Lease, pitched effective ball, with Tampa making only
one earned run off Daugherty and
two off Lease. Lease might have
won his game except for one costly
error which sent four unearned
runs across the base for Tampa.
The usual outstanding play of
Lingerfelt at first base and Hardman at center field kept Rollins in
(Continued from Page 1)
the ball game but the handicap of
more than 1500 words long. They errors proved too great for their
may be on any subject, but must
be committed and delivered in competition before the audience.
Students interested may confer
with Dr. Pierce concerning their
speeches. All prospective entrants
Launderers
Drycleaners
must appear at the Speech Studio
on Monday, May 13th at 10:30, to
draw lots for positions on the proNo. 1 player, Ruth Eaton, and its
No. 2 player, Barbara Bryant, the
team put up a remarkably good
fight.
The Miami girls arrived on campus early Friday afternoon, and
after a lot of 'phoning around to
locate three hard surface courts
that were dry enough, the matches
got going.
Toy Skinner, playing Wilma Resinkoff, No. 1 of Miami U., on Ray
match 6-0, 6-1.
Sis Young and the No. 2 Miami
player, Marcella Kaufman, played
on the Ripple court. Sis bowed to
Marcella 6-3, 6-1.
Bitty Cummin lost to the No. 3
Miami played 6-3, 6-4. They played
their match on the Dubsdread
courts.
Toy Skinner and Peggy Whitely
played the doubles with Resinkoff
and Kaufman at Dubsdread. The
Miami girls were again the winners with a score of 6-1, 6-1.

Sprague Oratorical

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

New stock
"Silvet" Process
College Felt Goods

Hand-cut and tailored to order to your Individual Style, $15
and up. J- "Strictly hand-made" $50 and up

Imported and Domestic Materials
Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

Phone

BUICK^S

ROLLINS SEAL

PENNANTS
$1.19 and $1.49
Plain Letters 59c
THE

R. F. Leedy
COMPANY
I'r-y Good?

Ladies' Wear

Downtown

USED CAR SALE
110 CARS

5,255 VALUE

College Women Prefer
...The Barbizon

Blitz

teammates. Lingerfelt made a total
of four hits for the two game
series, two doubles and two singles,
but Hardman was the heavy slugger for the Tars, making a triple,
a double and two singles.
Despite the one-sided victory, the
game was not lacking in excitement due to certain misunderstandings of the umpires' decisions on
some of the plays. However, the
boys arrived home all in one piece
and hope to get their revenge when
they play two return games with
Tampa here at Harper Shepherd
Field this coming week-end.

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

College women accustomed to the
refinements of Uving prefer living
in The Barbizon Manner . . . and
understandably so, for at The Barbizon they can continue the cultural interests, the physical activities
they most enjoy.
No other hotel offers so much.
For relaxation . . . daily recitals
and lectures . . . music and art
studios . . . a fine library. For recreation . . . swimming pool . . . gymnasium . . . squash courts . . . sun
deck . , . terraces. When you add
to these, convenience to schools,
important business centers, art galleries, museums and theatres, you
understand why college women
prefer living at The Barbizon.
7 0 0 rooms, each with a radio
Tariff: from $2.50 per day
from $12 per week
Wzile for descriptive booklet "C"

COLONY
Week Beginning May 2nd

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice
Ship 'n Shore
SHIRTS
§1.00

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Perfect shirts for wearing
with shorts, slacks and
skirts, these are made of
fine broadcloth in turquoise,
French blue, flower pink,
maize and white. Sanforized-Shrunk, they're guaranteed for one year. Sizes
32 to 40.

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

Y-D—Blouses—Street Floor

Yowell-Drew^s

BEMBERG SHEERS

|

featured this week

^

All colors and sizes especially priced at

=

$7.50

1

Adorable linens now priced at

=

ORLANDO

=

—ORLANDO

Thursday and Friday
Big Double Feature Program
"BLONDIE ON A BUDGET"
Starring Penny Singleton
Arthur Lake — Larry Simms
also
JANE WITHERS and
GENE AUTRY in
"Shooting High"
Saturday - Sunday and Monday
Meet Professor Cantor! He's the
all star professor at a girls finishing school . . . he paid money
not to be called 'daddy'
EDDIE CANTOR
in the story of
"FORTY U T T L E MOTHERS"
with Ralph Morgan, Bonita
Granville, Rita Johnson
Tuesday and Wednesday
DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
MARTHA RAYE in
"FARMERS DAUGHTER"
also
"ONE WAS BEAUTIFUL"
with Jean Muir

SMART IN THE SUNLIGHT
Bathing suits of the champs — for you
in glorious Calcraft!
One and two piece chambrays — an old
friend with a new zip for your wardrobe.
Slacks and playsuits — two and three
piece, especially stunning in cool swishy
jersey.
Your dream of skirts, topped with justright blouses.
GLAMOROUS IN THE MOONLIGHT
• "King Cotton", ruler of formal fashions, crowns as "queen" those who
choose piques, viles, Swisses, and sheers.
• Superbly designed formals in jersey, and separate jersey skii^ts and
blouses.
• Cocktail pajamas, in the new harem
styles. Wonderful for deluxe lounging
and "bull sessions".
ALL TYPES OF CLOTHES THAT ARE
RIGHT ALL THE TIME!

O R A N G E - B U I C K CO.
333 N. ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO

350
323

•

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Hardman _ , .
Daugherty
Brankert

CAMPUS AGENTS

J^- &9fLTOWN and COUNTRY SHOP I
SPRING SUITS FOR THE GRADUATES!

VARSITY BATTING
AVERAGES
By BAEBAEA BEOCK

AMERICAN

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

This combination is very heavy,
averaging very close to a hundred
and eighty pounds, and Brad hopes
result that it will have the
- to row better the longer
Henly distance.
This is the last week of practice
for the jayvee boat, who are to be
congratulated on their undefeatason. They will receive varsity letters.
The jayvees had a guest oarsman last Friday in the form of

THE

18 W. CENTRAL

ROLLINS

Serious Senior Sketches
Show Scientific Surveys

OFF CAMPUS

By ALDINE BAKER
Kim Tilghman and Frances
Smith went to Jacksonville to visit
Since the seniors have written so Other people's business; HUS- June Rheinhold. Alice Elliott spent
much about themselves, we think it BAND: A polished cave man; the weekend at her home in Melis wise to present them as their AFTER graduation: No travail, bourne. Harison Barnes and Harbest friends see them. This an- just travel; REMEMBERS at Col- ry Nichols were in Atlanta.
Barthologist hereby flings responsi- lege: Cutheli, Stanlon, Darling, bara Brock, Sally Modgdon, and
bility into a corner, recalling that Kelly.
Nancy Johnson went to Tampa
old proverb, "I can tf ke care of my
WENDELL DAVIS — HOBBY: with the baseball team and then
enemies, but God save me from my Impressing people; TRAIT of Fu- visited Virginia Powers in Clearfriends!"
ture Wife most Desirable; For- water. Marell Haley spent the
LOUIS BILLS—This friend be- giveness; FUTURE: Will follow week-end in Wildwood. Gertie
lieved that Louis' favorite hobby the yellow rag profession as sports Musselwhite, Smokey Sholley, Dud
is "The Ladies." He is flying down writer; REMEMBERS: Harper's of Darling, and Jimmy Niver went to
to Rio soon after he graduates from a Saturday night.
Tallahassee for the Pi Phi Dance.
Rollins. The most desirable trait
M. A. MARTIN — HOBBY: Doris Hogan went home to Groveto be found in his future wife is Makes up stories about grasshop- land for Saturday and Sunday. Carvirtue. The thing he remembers pers and cockroaches; FUTURE olyn Lewis, Virginia Kingsbury
most about Rollins is "The Ladies". Husband: Play-boy type; AFTER and Eleanor Rand were Betty StevMARY GORE — HOBBY: Try- Graduation: Fact finder for for- ens' guests in St. Pete. Don Ogiling to be a business woman; TRAIT tune; REMEMBERS: Weekends vie went to Chicago on business,
Mary Trendle visited in Clearwatin future husband: Someone .she off campus.
can boss; OCCUPATION after
DOLLY WINTHER — HOBBY: er. Bob Matthews went on a fishgraduation: Singer in a nightclub Slapping paint around; PRIME Re- ing trip. Bert Schlegel, Virginia
REMEMBERS at Rollins
The _ quisite for Husband: Kiss before Smith, and Peggy Whitely spent
smooth men.
AFTER Graduation Saturday night at the Pelican and
JOHNNY WILLIS — HOBBY: | Law School; REMEMBERS: Those explored the college camp i
Daytona on Sunday. Lynn Leonard
Finding, fotographing, and finish- , late dates.
ing negative negatives; FUTURE
JIMMMY COATES — HOBBY: was in Miami for the week-end.
WIFE: The 150% female; AFTER Bad games of ping-pong; W I F E :
Graduation: Studying sales analy- j An able short-hand taker; PUsis; REMEMBERS at Rollins: TURE career: Cutting up at Med permit more than an one experiLambda Chi at its destructive best. School; REMEMBERS at Rollins: mental production a year, we honARAX EHRAMJIAN—HOBBY: His bill at Lucy Little's.
estly believe that the freshmen have
BETTY WINTON — HOBBY: showed that an audience for such a
Crocheting coat-hanger
covers;
HUSBAND: No prize fighter; Knit-one purl-one; FUTURE Hus- play exists.
AFTER graduation: Will do "slum" bnd; Good Digestion; AFTER
They can find the plays. Possithing in the line of teaching; RE- graduation: Hibernation; WILL bly T. S. Eliot's Murder in the CaMEMBERS at Rollins: The time REMEMBER: Bubble-gum.
thedral has been given too often
the girls brought an apple to class
recently, but there has been no
to polish her off.
American performance of The Family Reunion. Auden and IsherJANE RUSSELL — HOBBY:
wood's The Dog Beneath the Skin
(Continued from Page 1)
has been given only once in this
country, and the same writers' The
Manchester himself as the strange- Ascent of F 6, though it was populy embittered heavenly policeman. lar in England, has never been perThere were small things wrong formed in America at all. Couldn't
with the production. But the mis- this well-trained and intelligent
The Rollins College Conservatory takes were all honest, minor, and group plan such a performance for
of Music presented Betty Ann Hub- made by the students (God bless next year? They are able to handle
bard, pianist, and Betty Yokell, vio- them) in their sincerity, and the it.
linist, in a Junior Recital, Sunday final product is the best evening
evening, April 28, at 8:15 in Dyer in the theatre that we've had in
Receipts from a basketball game
Memorial. Miss Yokell was accom- Rollins. Plenty of credit should go
between a William & Mary honor
panied by Daphne Takach, pianist. | ^.^ jjj^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ Messrs. Darling, fraternity and a faculty quint will
Betty Ann Hubbard transferred
Verigan, and Waddell, who handled be turned over to the Finnish Relief
to Eollins in 1937 from Agnes Scott
Fund.
the back-stage work.
College. Last summer she attendWhile we do not for a moment
ed the Juilliard School of Music in
suggest that local audiences would [ Gyp the Jinx with Jenks!
New York City, studying under
Muriel Kerr. She is a pupil of
Miss Helen Moore.
Betty Yokell transferred from
INCORPORATED
Brooklyn College to Rollins in the
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
fall of 1939. She has studied at the
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord A v \
Juilliard School of Music under
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida
Conrad Held. Since coming to Rollins she has played in the Rollins
Student Trio and in the Symphony
WASHING, POLISHING. SIMONIZING
Orchestra of Central Florida.
Daphne Takach entered Rollins
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR
in 1938. She was the winner of the
Scholarship High School Music
Festival, the Phi Beta plaque, and
was prize winner in the Tampa
E. Park & Fairbanks
Winter Park
Music Festival in 1937.

'Adding Machine''

Yokell Girl Makes
Good; Hubbard and
Takach Assist

SANDSPUR

WEDNESDAY. MAY 1. 19

New One-Act Play Students Rival Birds;
MARCHING MERCHANTS
Many Gain Pilot
Rating
To be Presented Fifteen Rollins Colleg-e birdmen.
Sound Warning Note to Would-be
Voters
Although it has never been the; advanced at Rollins in favor of V(
out of the college quota of thirty,
were
holders
of
private
pilot's
cerpolicy
of
the
I.A.H.M.
(Internationmg.
viz:
voting
In Lab. Theatre tificates yesterday after meeting al Army of Heather Merchants) to student's only means theof making 1
rigid requirements

of

the

Civil interfere in anything, an issue has power felt in government, and go

Entire Production, Conducted Aeronautics Authority in flight arisen of such paramount signifi- ernment affects the individual i
By Students, Will Make tests held at the Orlando Munici- cance as to compel us to make pub- rectly; are excellent examples
pal Airport.
lic our convictions. We refer of the wickedly heretical attempts
First and Last Stand
Another event in the program of
experiments in the Fred Stone Laboratory Theatre will be the production of five student-written oneact plays this evening at 7:30. The
plays were selected from many
written this year in Professor
Cranberry's Writing Course. Several of them are first attempts but
all are efficiently worked out and
show creative talent. All are student-directed, and most of the actors are members of the Advanced
Acting course.
The plays and casts are as follows :
"The Fishing Trip," by Lynn
Goldman, directed by Gayner Davis. Cast: Jack Buckwalter, Philippa Herman, Edwin Waite, Jack
Sharp.
"Death Cell", written and directed by Barbara Babb. Cast: Aldine
Baker, Donald Murphy, Dick Wesson, Rudolph Toch, Paul Meredith,
Morrison Casparis.
"Mutiny in the Wings," written
and directed by Jess Gregg. Cast:
Deedee Hoenig, Charlotte Stout,
Jess Gregg. Jack Buckwalter, Jack
Sharp, Dick Wesson.
"Marianela," written by Bette
Haggerty, directed by Virginia
Kingsbury. Cast: Carolyn Lewis,
Agnes Chalker, Donald Murphy,
Patricia Pritchard, Rudolph Toch
"Three Brothers," written by
Paddie Moodie, directed by Al
Elliott. Cast: Jack Buckwalter,
Dick Wesson, Jack Shai-p, Shiriey
Bassett, Charlotte Stout, Patrii
Pritchard.
Theophilus P. U.'s the

RAY

According to a statement of Rep- course to the regretable hue and cry man to set up his selfish puny w
resentative Joe Hendricks from over the present student elections. against the Cosmic Will. Eve
Washington, D. C, this week, stu- It is hard for the goodly man Ui man who is untainted by the wor
dent flyers at Rollins have estab- keep his head amid the din of well know that it is only throuj
lished the best record of any Flor- "Vote! Vote! Vote! Vote! C'mon submission to the dictates of tl
ida college or university in the buddy, everybody's doing it!"
I Fates that true piety
aviation courses sponsored by the
It seems that the Heather Mer- tained. IN SHORT. DONT VOTl
CAA. The DeLand Congressman chants alone stand firm in the
said that he had ben infonned by midst of the hysterical chaos,
the CAA that the Rollins unit has shouting forth their inspired mesthe highest general efficiency rat- sage to the mute heavens: "Turn ye
(Continued from page 1)
ing and will graduate a greater aside from the iniquitous ways of
proportion of its class next June the World lest ye incur the wrath
Model T on champagne instead .
than any other Florida institution. of the Eternal". In short; don't
gasoline?
Holders of pilots certificates are vote!
The Platform of T. P. U. Jenk
Ralph Harrington and John WagIt is generally conceded that the running on a Conservative Coi
ner, Winter Park; Lindsey C. de Supreme Power is more to be munist ticket for president is:
Guehery, Dudley B. McCown, Ver- feared than the power of man. Men o'clock permission for girls; 4:;
non Langston and Thomas B. should be concerned with that Saturdays. A bar in every don
Knight, Orlando; Louis B. Bills, which is most to be feared. There- A beauty reviewing committee ft
Geneva; Bruce Edmunds, Miami fore the power of man, or govern- female students. A girl in cvei
Beach; Jack Keller, Winter Gar- ment, is no concern of men. As closet. .\ man in every closet. Rui
den; Frederick C. Kasten, Milwau- that venerable sage Abu Ben Gol- ning beer in every spigot, Br»-al
kee, Wis.; Charles L. Cobb, Marion,. gol saith: "What care ye if men fast-in-bed service by Bcaiu-r
Mass.; Hilbert W. Hagnauer, Jr., persecute and revile ye, and stone Beer-Beer Club to replace Moo-Mo
Clayton, Mo., Kerwin B. Adams, At- ye in the market-place, for in the Conversion of Sandspur to dai!
lanta, Ga.; Donald J. Cram and | Evening comes the dark." In short, Finally, do away with the Admii
Daniel E. Speyer, New York, N. Y. • don't vote!
istration, do away with cla.sses, t
Others are qualifying this week.
; The arguments most commonly away with college.

Rumors, Mystery

I 4 you

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
TcJ. 400
100 Park Ave

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

Rollins Press Store
Mother's Day Cards
Stationery

•
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE

TWO YEARS OF LAW
Leading to the LL.B. degree
CUMBERLAND UNIVERSITY
Lebanon, Tennessee
A School With A Great History
1842-1940
Courses of study include both
text books and case books. Extensive Moot Court practice. Instruction give by trained Lawyers and Judges.
For Catalogue, Address
Cumberland University Law
School, Lebanon, Tennessee

GRADUATES

Some girls say, "Mv game's
golf." Still others acclaim the
merits of tennis. All the while,
maybe you prefer swimming, riding or shooting. Choose your own,
but never forget Glamour is your
game too!

100 CARDS $1.00

THE BOOKERY

This is the season for

liSLACK

SUITS

Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE

Cool, easy fitting slack
suits make for greater comfort as the warm weather
approaches.
Have your car checked now for that trip home and
fitted with Dual 8 General tires by this authorized
dealer. A liberal trade-in-allowance on your old tires.

College Garage
W. Fairbanks

Hop-sacking,
breather
cloth and fine rayon suitings are among the mateI rials we are showing. Various shades of tan, green or
blue.
Priced from $2.95 to $7.95

R.C. BAKER

They all will say, "Just one more
dance," if you try a dash of dots.
Ruth Gross, the better dress buyer,
just brought back from New York
loads of dancing dresses with
SWISH. And lots of these latest
are right on the dot (polka dots to
you, m' friend). Some will like
their dots hot red, others will like
them cold blue. Either way, dots
for your Spring formal are a bright
idea.
And talking of evening dresses,
"Nets to you". This season's major fashion at a minor price is a
net cloud of glory . . . with a full,
full skirt . . . one, two or three
layers deep. The fourth floor Junior Shop boasts reams of net evening dresses that will make you a
glamour girl for a pittance.
A-ah! Spring herself will Stop,
Look and G-listen if you choose
jewelry that's a good mixer. Try
for a change a matched set of natural wood flowers for a necklace,
add a bracelet and pin to match.
You'll find in the same department
a natural colored straw bag brightened with raffia nonsense embroidered all over. You're to remember
that Nifty was among the first to
tell you beige (be it natural wood,
straw or chamois) is fashion news
to be as varied as a woman's whims
and equally charming with any of
your ensembles.
In case you haven't noticed, this
year's mannish shirts have turned
out to be perfect ladies. You'll find
a on the first floor in all the
soft muted colors that will keep
you cool when the world wilts.
Make a spectacle of yourself by
playing the best game of Glamour
let no one beat your time!

r)ifi^

AMERICA'S
BUSIEST
CIGARETTE
...atevery corna-ifs

Chesterfield
. . . today's definitely milder... cooler'
smoking... better-tasting cigarette
W h e n you buy a pack of cigarettes, give
it the smoker's perfect quiz . . . Is it mild?
Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield has all the answers.
Their blend of the best tobaccos grown,
their size, shape and the way they burn,
all help to make Chesterfield America's
Busiest Cigarette.
Niake your next pack

at the corner, downtown

Dickson-Ives

Busiest Corner

(Chicago's M a d i s o n a n d State
Strect.s, w h e r e Officers HARRY
KLEPSTEEN and THOMAS McGINTY
keep the traffic m o v i n g . A n d
at e v e r y corner CHESTERFIELD
is A m e r i c a ' s b u s i e s t c i g a r e t t e
because s m o k e r s h a v e f o u n d
them Definitely M i l d e r , C o o l er-Smoking and Better-Tasting.

VISITING CARDS FOR

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115

Phone 115

America's

Chesterfield

You can't buy a better

Cigarette

